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On Weakly-Primitive Ideals

JAE K. PARK

1. Introduction. Let R. be the ring of all nXn matrices over a given ring R, where
n is a positive integer.

In [5J, it was shown that a ring R is weakly-primitive if and only if R. is weakly
primitive.

In this paper the (right) weakly-primitive ideal will be defined and using the reault of
[5J, the author will show that an ideal Q of R. is (right) weakly-primitive if and only
if Q=p. for some (right) weakly-primitive ideal P of R, which is analogous to a reault
in [7J.

In section 2, some terminologiea and lemmas will be introduced. And in section 3.
the main reaults of this paper which is mentioned above will be shown.

2. PreJiminarielJ,. A right ideal 1 of a ring R is called irredudJJJe [3, p.63J provided
that the (right) R-module R-1 is a uniform R-module, that is, if J 1 and J 2 are right
ideals of R such that J 1 nJ2=I, then either J 1 =1 or J 2=1. The lIOrmaliur N(l) of
1 is the set of all elements r of R such that rICI. Clearly N(1) is the largest subring
of R containing 1 as an ideal of N(l). For each a in R, let [I:aJ denote the set of
elements r of R satisfying arE!.

We recall that a proper right ideal Iof R is called almost-maximal [3, p.63] if I satisfies
the following conditions:

(1) I is irreducible.
(2) If [I:a]~I for a in R, then aEI.

(3) For any right ideal J~I, we have N(l)nJ properly contains !. Moreover, if
[J:a]::;2I, then [J:aJ~!.

Following [5, p.7J, a ring R is called weakly-primitive if R has an almost-maximal
right ideal J such that [J:RJ={rERjRrCJ}=(O).

Now we shall define the weak-primitivity of ideals.
DEFINITION. Let R be a ring and 1 be a (two-sided) ideal of R. Then 1 is called (right)

weakly-primitive if RII is a (right) weak-primitive ring.
Although one can find the following lemma in [2J, the proof will be given here for

completion.
LEMMA 2. 1. Let Q be an ideal of a ring R, and let I be a right ideal of R such

that R~I~Q. Then IIQ is almost-maximal in RIQ if and only if I is almost-maximal

in R.
Proof. Suppose that 11Q is almost-maximal. Let J 1 and J2 be right ideals of R with

J 1 nJ2=I, then we have J 1/QnJ2IQ=1IQ. Since IIQ is irreducible, either J 1IQ=1IQ

or J 2IQ=I/Q. Therefore, J 1=1 or J 2=I and the irreducibility of I follows. Now assume
[l:aJ~I, aER, then there exists r in R such that r$I, arE!. Let f=r+Q, then r
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does not belong to [I/Q:a+QJ becau..ve [I/Q:a+QJ=[I:aJ/Q. Since r does not belong
to I/Q, it is true that [IIQ:a+Q]/Q properly contains IIQ. It follows that a+QEIIQ, that
is, aEI by the almost-maximality of IIQ. Now let J be a right ideal of R such that J-:::JI.
Clearly, we have J/Q-:::JI/Q and N(l/Q)nJIQ-:::JI/Q. And straightfowardly N(l/Q)=
N(I)/Q. From the above, we have N(l/Q)nJIQ=N(I)/QnJ/Q=(N(l)nJ)/Q-:::JI/Q,
i.e. N(I)nJ properly contains I. Furthermore assume that J-::JI and [J:a]-:::JI. It is

~lear that [J:aJ/Q-:::JIIQ and J/Q-:::JIIQ hold. Since [J:aJ/Q=[JIQ:a+QJ, we have
[J/Q:a+QJ-::JI/Q. Almost maximality of llQ in R/Q implies [J/Q:a+QJ=[J:a]/Q
=:;IIQ. Therefore [J: aJ-:::JI. The convene of this Lemma can be proved similarly.

Using this, we have the following result which is an analogue of Jacobson [1, p.7J.

LEMMA 2. 2. An ideal Q of a ring R is weakly-primitive if and only if there exists
an almost-ma.ximal right ideal J of R suck that [J:RJ=Q.

Proof. By the definition of a weakly-primitive ideal, if Q is weakly-primitive then so is

RIQ that is. there exists an almost maxima.l right ideal J/Q of R/Q such that [JIQ:R/QJ =
(0). Since [J/Q:R/QJ=[J:RJ/Q=(O), we have [J:RJ=Q. And the almost-maximality
of J follows from Lemma 2.1.

Conversely suppose that there exists an almost maximal right ideal J in R such that

[J:RJ=Q, then [J/Q:RIQJ=(o). And again by Lemma 2.1, J/Q is almcst-maximal.
This means that the ideal Q is almost-maximal. This completes the proof.

From Lemma 2.2. it follows that the intersu:ti.on of the (right) weakly-primitive ideals
of a ring R is the rigkt weak radical Wr(R) defined in [4, p.554].

REMARK. From [3, p.64, corollary 2. 2J in any ring if Q is a weakly-primitive ideal.
then Q is a prime ideal. And clearly a primitive ideal is weakly-primitive. From these it

follows that B(R)CWr(R)CJ(R), where B(R), J(R) denotes prime radical, the Jacobson

radical respectively. In particular if a ring R is right·Artinian, then B(R), Wr(R) and
J(R) are coincided [6, p.120, corollary 6.26J and [1, p.39, corollary 2J. In this case
the right weak radical Wr(R) and left weak radical W,(R) coincide.

Now the following lemma can be proved straightfowardly, so the proof will be omitted.

LEMMA 2. 3. Let Q be an ideal of R. then (RIQ)n= R.IQ•.
3. The existence of tlle weakly-primitive ideaL Now we are in a position to prove

the following main theorems:

THEOREM 3.1. If Pis a (right) weakly-primitive ideal of R, then p. is also a (right)
wealdy-primitive ideal of R".

Proof. If Pis a (right) weakly-primitive ideal, theD. RIP is a (right) weakly·primitive

ring. By [5, Theorem 1] and lemma 2.3, (R/P).=R.IPn is weakly-primitive. Therefore
p. is a (right) weakly-pimitive ideal of R,..

The following theorem. is the convese of Theorem 3.1.

THEOREM 3. 2. If Q. is a (right) weakly-primitive ideal of R. there exists a (right)
weakly-primitive ideal P of R SlICk that Q=p...

Proof. If Q is a (right) weakly-primitive ideal of R., then by Lemma 2. 2, there exists
.an almost-maximal right ideal j* of Rn such that [.1*: R.] equals to Q. Now let Pbe the
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set of all entries of the elements of Q. Clearly QCP. holds. To show the converse inclusion
p.CQ hold, it is sufficient to prove that aEpqEQ for any a in P, and any p, q; lSP, q<n,
where aEpq denotes the matrix with a in CP, q)-position and elsewhere O. Suppose aEpq$Q

for some aEP and P, q; l:~P, qSn. Then there exists p=Cr,j) in R. such that pCaEpq)

does not belong to J*. Now since .
pCaEpq) = "E.ripaEi9$J*,

,=1

there exists k; 1:::;;k<n such that

rApaEAP$J*.
In this case by [5, corollary of Lemma 1], there exists u=Cs;j)ER. such that

CrApaEH)(s;;)$J*
and

Since .
(rkpaEk9)CS,j)= "E.rkpasqjEkj$J*,

;=1

for some j; 1<j::::;;n, it follows that

rkpasqJEkj$J*•

For the simplicity, we write r=rkP' S=Sq]' From the above, if aEpq$Q for some aEP

and for some P, q; 1::::;;p, q~n, then there exist r, S in R such that
rasEkj$J*

for some k,j; 1Sk,j~n. Since aEP, there exists a=(a,j)EQ such that al..=a for some

l, m; 1::::;;l, m~n. And now since
rasEkJ=(rEkI)a(sEmJ, aEQ,

rasEkJEQ. On the other hand,

Q=[J*:R.J=n[J*:pJ~ n [J*J:pJ.
pER. pEN(J)', pr/EJ'

If pEN(J*), p$J*, then [J*:pJ=J* by the almost-maximality of J*. Therefore
Q C n [J*:pJ=J*.

PEN(J'), p",J'

Hence rasEki=(rEkI)a(sE.j)EQ~J*, which is a contradiction. Therefore p.=Q. Now
P is an ideal of R since p.=Q is an ideal 'of Rn. Now (RIF~.=R.Ip.=R.IQ is weakly
primitive, RIP is weakly-primitive by [5, Theorem 2J. This means P is a (right) weakly
primitive ideal of R. Now the proof is completed.

REMARK. The author wishes to thank Professor W uhan Lee for his suggestions in
the preparation of this paper.
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